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ABSTRACT
In recent years, the investigation of superheated/ supercritical hydrothermal systems linked to magmatic intrusions in volcanic
environments became a more and more prominent target of geoscientific and engineering studies as the exploitation of reservoirs
with fluid temperatures above 350 °C is expected to increase the energy output by up to a factor of ten. Deep resistivity surveys are
regarded to provide a convenient means for detecting supercritical roots of geothermal reservoirs, as electrolytes, dissolved in aqueous
solutions, have the tendency to associate at near- and supercritical conditions. The removal of charge carriers from the solution
causes the reduction of fluid conductivity by an order of magnitude. However, mass transfer and diffusion-controlled chemical
reactivity of aqueous solutions are enhanced at near- and supercritical conditions. In consequence, resistivity contrasts between suband supercritical systems may be blurred by fluid-rock interactions, what could reduce the spatial resolution of electrical
measurements at field scale. Due to a lack in experimental data for the high-temperature range, in the framework of the EuropeanMexican GEMex project we have studied the impact of hydrothermal alteration processes on the electrical properties in reactive flow
experiments under pressure and temperature conditions of unconventional high-enthalpy geothermal reservoirs (T > 350 °C, pfluid =
25 MPa). We have tested water-rock systems of various lithologies (volcanic rocks, limestones) with different permeabilities. The
measurements were supplemented by a number of additional tests, comprising microstructural investigations as well as the chemical
analysis of fluid samples, after they percolated through the rocks at various temperatures.
1. INTRODUCTION
With the necessity for a reorientation of the power industry towards renewable energies on the one hand and the still high energy
demand on the other, in recent magmatic areas the focus is increasingly on unconventional superheated and supercritical geothermal
reservoirs. While conventional hydrothermal wells with bottom hole temperatures of 300 °C can yield up to 10 MWe, modeling
studies indicate that the productivity of geothermal power plants might be enhanced to 40 – 50 MWe, when extracting superheated
or supercritical fluids with temperatures of 430 – 550 °C (Albertsson et al., 2003, Fridleifsson and Elders, 2005). In the literature,
the distinction between the terms “supercritical” and “superheated” is diffuse. Here, we use the term “supercritical” to describe a
fluid phase at temperature and pressure conditions above the critical point, which is for pure water at 374 °C and 221 bar, whereby
the critical point is shifted towards higher temperatures and pressures with increasing fluid salinity. With “superheated” we denote
fluids at temperatures > 350 °C and pressure below 221 bar, whereby liquid and vapour phase coexist.
The identification of superheated or supercritical reservoirs for geothermal exploitation requires an accurate exploration of the target
area by geophysical methods. For delineation of hydrothermal systems, particular cost-effective magneto-telluric surveys are suitable,
as electrical properties are sensitive to temperature, porosity, fluid content and the nature of formation fluids in terms of phase and
salinity. Several conduction mechanisms contribute in parallel to the electrical properties of a rock. Generally, electrolytic charge
transport dominates in rocks saturated with pore fluids of moderate to high salinity, while at low fluid salinity, electrokinetic processes
at the mineral-fluid interface becomes more important. Interface conductance is highly effective in the presence of minerals with
high cation exchange capacity (CEC), such as clay minerals and zeolite (Flovenz et al., 1985). In contrast, intra-mineral electrical
conductivity is of subordinate importance and becomes commonly relevant only in the presence of a sufficient amount of ore minerals.
Moreover, all conduction mechanisms are temperature dependent. This is especially true for the electrolytic conduction through the
pore fluid, which is governed by viscosity- and density-controlled changes in ion mobility, charge carrier density and di-electric
number of the fluid (Quist and Marshall, 1968). All this makes the interpretation of electrical measurements very complex. Thus, the
correlation between measurements at the earth surface and material properties at depth need for combined investigations on various
scales. While field surveys and downhole measurements provide data on regional and local scale, petrophysical measurements at
defined laboratory conditions can help to develop a more detailed understanding of the underlying processes on pore scale and are
thus of utmost importance for the interpretation of field and logging data. However, due to the harsh experimental conditions, for
temperatures above 250 °C petrophysical data on water-saturated rock samples are still limited, and for near–critical and supercritical
conditions, both the experimental database as well as theoretical assumptions becomes even rarer. Glover and Vine (1992) studied
the electrical conductivity (= inverse of resistivity) of low-porous, brine-saturated granulites, gneisses, amphibolites, granites, and
diorite up to 200 MPa and 1000 °C. Due to the high content of sheeted silicates, the conductivity was found to be dominated by
surface conductance. Ucok et al. (1980) have reported on resistivity measurements on porous sandstones up to 350 °C at 30 MPa
confining pressure. They have used a high salinity fluid and found that the bulk conductivity displays a similar temperature
dependence like the fluid conductivity, what points to the dominance of electrolytic conduction in their samples. Violay et al. (2012)
and Nono et al. (2018) measured brine saturated volcanic rocks at a confining pressure of 100 MPa and temperatures up to 600 °C.
The results of these measurements document that the electrolytic contribution to the bulk conductivity drastically decreases above
350 °C and becomes negligible at temperatures higher than 400 °C (Nono et al., 2018) as electrolytes tend to precipitate as salt from
supercritical aqueous solutions (e.g. Quist and Marshall, 1968).
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On the other hand, mass transfer and diffusion-controlled chemical reactions accelerate in supercritical electrolytic solutions, whereby
the breakdown of minerals as well the formation of new ones changes the availability of charge carriers in the pore fluid. As none of
the set-ups used so far, do offer the possibility of fluid flow, the effect of dynamic chemical conditions and the impact of hightemperature fluid-rock interactions on petrophysical parameters was not considered in measurements, yet. Here we present a study,
dedicated to investigate the effect of mineral dissolution and/ or mineral precipitation on the bulk conductivity and water permeability
of rocks, which were performed in long-term reactive flow experiments at pressure and temperature conditions of high-enthalpy
geothermal reservoirs (T > 300 °C, pfluid > 22 MPa). In the framework of the project GEMex the electrical and hydraulic conductivities
of brine-saturated volcanic rocks and a limestone were investigated for increasing temperatures up to supercritical conditions to better
understand fluid-driven processes in geological settings with a high heat flow.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND METHODOLOGY
Combined measurements of permeability and electrical conductivity of brine-saturated rock cores (30 mm in diameter and 75 mm in
length) were conducted in an internally heated argon gas pressure chamber at a maximum confining pressure of 40 MPa and
successively increasing temperatures (Tmax = 406 °C). For permeability measurements, the sample set-up was connected to a pore
pressure system, which was controlled by a pump each on up-stream and down-stream side. After the sample was led to equilibrate
to the new temperature level for at least 6 hours, a certain flow rate was adjusted and kept constant for at least one hour until the
differential pore pressure reached equilibrium. For permeabilities < 10-19 m2 it was more feasible to determine the flowrate, which
adjusted for a given differential pressure between up-stream side and down-stream side. The electrical conductivity was determined
from impedance logs, measured with a four-electrode layout (Zahner-Zennium Electrochemical Workstation). Details of the set-up
and the measuring procedures are given in Kummerow and Raab (2015) and Kummerow et al. (2018).
When possible, fluid samples have been taken down-stream at every temperature level for chemical analysis with ICP-OES. In
dependence of the permeability of the various rock samples flow rates ranged from 0.02 – 0.00002 ml/min. Therefore, for some
experiments temperature levels had to be kept constant for several days to weeks to take a sufficient fluid volume. Occasionally,
flow rates of less than 0.000002 ml/min arose. Here, no fluid samples could be taken at all.
3. SAMPLE MATERIAL
Geothermal systems with temperatures above 250 °C and a steep temperature gradient are usually associated with shallow magmatic
intrusions in volcanic areas (Reinsch et al., 2017). Where the volcanic sequences rest on a sedimentary basement also these formations
can be effected by hot geothermal systems, like in the Transmexican Volcanic Belt, where folded Cretaceous limestones and shales
are part of the high temperature reservoir (Lopez-Hernandez et al., 2009). Hence, in this study hydraulic and electrical properties
were determined both on volcanic rock samples (KH5-09, GG1-qzDol) and on a limestone (15-AC-LC). The mineral content and
chemical composition of the pre- and post-experiments samples were determined by XRD measurements and Electron MicroProbe
Analysis (EMPA). Initial and post-run sample porosities, , were defined at ambient conditions by the triple weight method on dry,
saturated, and samples immersed in water (ISRM, 1981). The intrinsic electrical properties of the studied rock samples (formation
factor, F, and interface conductance, if) were determined at ambient conditions using the method described by Flovenz et al. (2005).
The electrical tortuosity, τ, which is a measure for the pathlength of particle flow was calculated from 𝜏 = √𝐹 ∙ 𝜙. The baseline
parameters are summerised in Table 1.
Table 1: Baseline characterization of the studied rock cores and saturation fluids. Standard deviations are given.
sample number

GG1-qzDol

KH5-09

15-AC-LC

quartz dolerite

volcanic breccia

limestone

porosity (%)

6.2 ± 0.02

30.7 ± 0.2

1.85 ± 0.08

formation factor, F(ambient)

3300 ± 291

19.0 ± 0.3

515 ± 22

14.3

2.4

3.1

interface conductivity, if (ambient) (S m-1)

7.8 x 10-4 ± 0.2 x 10-4

59.7 x 10-4 ± 0.4 x 10-4

0.4 x 10-4 ± 0.7 x 10-6

pore fluid composition

NaCl – CaCl2 – K2SO4

NaCl – CaCl2 – K2SO4 – SiO2

0.1 M NaCl

0.017

0.018

0.100

0.228 ± 0.002

0.346 ± 0.002

1.016 ± 0.008

Lithology

tortuosity, 𝜏 = √𝐹 ∙ 𝜙

pore fluid concentration (mol/L)
pore fluid conductivity fl (ambient) (S m-1)
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Figure 1: SEM images of the studied sample material. (a and b) quartz-dolerite GG1-qzDol, (c and d) volcanic breccia KH509, and (e and f) argelitic limestone 15-AC-LC. Abbreviations: aug = augite, chl = chlorite, mag = magnetite, plg =
plagioclase, cal = calcite, k-fsp = K-feldspar, qz = quartz, apa = apatite.

Based on SEM and XRD analyses the mineral assemblage of the dolerite sample GG1-qzDol comprises plagioclase (44 %), augite
(24 %), hornblende (14 %), chlorite (13 %), magnetite (3 %), and quartz (2 %). The porosity of 6.2 % is predominantly associated
to randomly oriented fractures often lined with chlorite, while additional micropores were identified in larger chlorite aggregates
(Figure 1a and b). Due to the low porosity the formation factor is very high (F = 3382). Despite the high amount of alteration
minerals, the interface conductance at ambient conditions is low (if = 7.8 µS/cm).
Sample KH5-09 is classified as heterolithic volcanic breccia. It is highly altered and possesses a quite complex mineral paragenesis,
comprising plagioclase (30 %), pyroxene (28 %), chlorite (15 %), orthoclase (13 %), quartz (8 %), calcite (2 %), actinolite (2 %), and
epidote (1 %). It was chosen for its high porosity (  = 30.7 %) at an acceptable permeability of k = 9.01 x 10-14 m2 at ambient
conditions. Both vesicular pores and cracks characterize the pore structure (Figure 1c and d). The breccia exhibits a formation factor
of F = 19.0 and is characterised by an interface conduction of if = 59.7 µS/cm.
Sample 15-AC-LC is an argelitic limestone with intercalated sandy portions and consists of calcite (57 %), quartz (28 %), K-feldspar
(8 %), albite (4 %), and the accessory minerals vesuvianite, rutil, apatite, and pyrit. 15-AC-LC possesses only a minor initial effective
porosity of 1.85 %, which is exclusively linked to open fissures along bedding planes (Figure 1e and f). For ambient conditions, a
permeability of 5.63 x 10-15 m2 was determined. In consequence of the microstructure, the formation factor is high (F = 515).
Predominantly due to the absence of sheeted silicates interface conductance is negligible (if = 0.4 µS/cm).
As pore fluids for the volcanite samples we used diluted NaCl-dominated brines with a fluid conductivity of fl = 0.23 S/m and fl =
0.35 S/m, respectively, at ambient conditions. For the limestone the pore fluid was a 0.1 M NaCl solution of intermediate conductivity
(fl = 1 S/m). To minimize the oxygen content of the brines, they were degassed in a desiccator and then put permanently under
nitrogen pressure to avoid corrosion of the flow through unit and the input of any impurities. During the flow-through experiments,
fluid samples were collected at every temperature level and chemically analysed with ICP-OES to determine the concentrations, ci,
of the major cations (i = Na+, K+, Ca2+, Si4+, Al3+) and anions (i = SO4-) present in the studied fluid-rock systems.
4. RESULTS
4.1 Rock properties
Isobaric electrical resistivities/ conductivities and permeabilities of two volcanic rocks samples (GG1-qzDol, KH5-09) as well as of
an argillitic limestone (15-AC-LC) were determined as function of temperature in long-term (up to 83 days) flow through experiments.
The quartz-dolerite (GG1-qzDol) was measured two times, whereby temperatures of 350 °C and 300 °C were applied at maximum.
Both runs had to be stopped after the set-up sustained a severe gas leakage at maximum temperature. However, the volcanic breccia
as well as the limestone sample were exposed to supercritical conditions for about 4 and 8.5 hours, respectively. The results are
plotted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Permeabilities and electrical conductivities of fluid saturated volcanic rocks samples (a and b) and the limestone
sample (c and d) as function of temperature. The volcanic rocks were saturated with diluted brines, whereas the
limestone was saturated with 0.1 M NaCl solution. Fluid conductivities as function of temperature were measured in
a separate flow-through cell (see Kummerow et al., 2018) and are plotted for comparison (blue lines). Dashed lines
represent best-fit curves. Red dotted lines mark the critical temperature of the used fluids.

All rock samples are very sensitive to the confining pressure, what is expressed by a considerable reduction of permeability after the
effective pressure was applied. This can be most probably attributed to a reduction of porosity due to sample compaction. Sample
compaction is particularly effective for the parallelly fissured sample 15-AC-LC, where the permeability, k, dropped by nearly four
orders of magnitude from 5.63 x 10-15 m2 at ambient conditions to 6.13 x 10- 19 m2, when a confining pressure of merely 1 MPa was
applied, and to 1.95 x 10-20 m2 after setting the final confining pressure of 31.5 MPa. The permeability of the highly porous sample
KH5-09 decreased by about three orders of magnitudes. Here, we cannot exclude a reduction of effective permeability by a possible
two-phase flow due to a marginal gas leakage. Experiments on the quartz-dolerite GG1-qzDol were run in two cycles (M1 and M2)
at an effective pressure of 2.8 MPa and 7.5 – 8.5 MPa, respectively. For the higher confining pressure the permeability at 24 °C
decreased by about 2 orders of magnitude compared to that at lower effective pressure (Figure 2a).
Generally, for the studied volcanic rocks up to 200 – 250 °C the permeabilities decrease exponentially. While for the volcanic breccia
the permeability decrease of 65 % is moderately (from 1.7 x 10-17 to 6.0 x 10-18 m2), it is more pronounced for the dolerite, where the
permeabilities in both runs decrease by 75 % and 95 %, from 4.5 x 10-17 to 1.1 x 10-17 m2 and from 3.6 x 10-18 to 2.0 x 10-19 m2,
respectively. Above 250 °C, the permeabilities of the studied volcanic rocks increase significantly, before the decrease is continued
at temperatures higher than 300 – 325 °C and culminates to a sudden drop in permeability by about 50 %, after the critical temperature
is overstepped. In contrast to the permeability reduction, with increasing effective pressure at room temperature only a minor effect
on the electrical conductivities, bulk, of the volcanic rock samples is observed. In the first run of the dolerite (peff = 2.8 MPa), bulk
raises linearly from 9.7 x 10-4 S/m (1034 m) at room temperature to 5.3 x 10-3 S/m (189 m) at 200 °C and up to 6.7 x 10-3 S/m
(149 m) at 350 °C. For the second run (peff = 7.5 – 8.5 MPa), bulk is 5.4 x 10-4 S/m (1862 m) at room temperature, 3.2 x 10-3 S/m
(363 m) at 200 °C and raises to 3.9 x 10-3 S/m (268 m) at 350 °C. For the highly porous hyaloclastite, bulk is 1.2 x 10-2 S/m
(86 m) at room temperature, 4.5 x 10-2 S/m (18 m) at 200 °C, and reaches nearly constant values of 8.7 x 10-2 S/m (11 m)
between 345 °C and the critical temperature of 374.6 °C.
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For the parallelly fissured limestone, up to 200 °C almost no fluid flow was possible and the percolation rate through sample 15-ACLC was in a range of 10-5 to 10-6 ml/min, although up to 200 °C the differential pressure between up-stream and down-stream side
was increased up to 6 MPa at an minimum effective pressure of 1 MPa to stimulate hydraulic fracturing. According to the low
permeability of the sample, measured electrical resistivities are very high (km) and electrical properties of the limestone are
presumably dominated by interface or mineral conductance instead of electrolytic conductivity. At 250 °C we assume thermally
induced re-opening of the fissures and/ or cracking of the sample, as both permeability, k, and the electrical conductivity, bulk,
increase by 1 and 2 orders of magnitude, respectively. More specifically, the permeability raises from 3.9 x 10-20 m2 at 200 °C to
about 2.3 x 10-19 m2 at 300 °C and 2.9 x 10-19 m2 at 406 °C. The electrical conductivity soars from 9.1 x 10 -5 S/m ( 11 km) at
200 °C to 5.9 x 10- 3 S/m ( 169 m) at 250 °C). At 406 °C (supercritical conditions), bulk equilibrates at 5.9 x 10-2 S/m (17 m).
4.2 Quenched fluids
To estimate the influence of fluid-rock interactions, fluid samples have been taken at every temperature step, (1) to control
conductivity and the pH value of the percolated fluids, and (2) to chemically analyse them with ICP-OES. The results are plotted in
Figure 3. The conductivity, q, and pH of the quenched fluid samples were determined with commercial conductivity and pH sensors
at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. For experiments GG1-qzDol_M1 and GG1-qzDol_M2 the conductivities and pH
values of the quenched fluid samples are nearly constant for all temperature steps. Nonetheless, ICP- OES analysis reveals a slight
increase in Si concentration in the quenched fluid samples with temperature. For experiment 15- AC-LC, at subcritical conditions q
and pH values of all quenched fluid samples vary around their initial values. However, the fluid sample quenched from 406 °C
(supercritical conditions) possesses a slightly increased conductivity by about 3 %, while the pH value increases significantly from
7.05 to 8.49. This is contrasted by the ICP-OES analyses, which show already for temperatures between 250 – 406 °C a distinct
increase in both the concentration of Si and Ca. The largest impact on q was found for experiment KH5-09 (volcanic breccia), where
the conductivity in the percolated fluid decreased significantly by 12 % after supercritical conditions were applied. This indicates a
depletion of charge carriers, what is consistent with anhydrite precipitations found at the down-stream side of the sample (Figure 4).
Nonetheless, despite the reduction of q with temperature, the Si concentration in the percolated pore fluid samples successively
increases at T > 200 °C.

Figure 3: (a – c) Conductivities of quenched pore fluids, q, percolated through the studied rock samples at various
temperatures. Measurements at ambient conditions. (d – f) Si concentrations in the quenched fluids samples.
Additionally, for the limestone sample, the Ca concentration is plotted. Fluid samples were taken at ambient
conditions. Note that due to technical reasons for run GG1-qzDol_M2 fluid samples could been taken just for
temperatures up to 200 °C. In run 15-AC-LC, in the temperature range between 50 – 200 °C, the collected fluid volume
was insufficient for chemical analysis.
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Figure 4: (A) Sample KH5-09 after finishing a high-temperature percolation experiment. The down-stream face is partially
covered with gypsum minerals, which precipitated during the experiment as anhydrite. (B) SEM image from sample
KH5-09 (post-run).

5. DISCUSSION
The hydraulic and electrical properties of a rock depend substantially on porosity, pore space structure (aspect ratio, connectivity),
and the distribution of voids in the rock. All studied rock samples possess more or less pronounced crack-like pore networks. Such
compliant or soft pores with low aspect ratios are largely affected by increasing effective pressure and temperature (Shapiro et al.,
2015) and cause the observed substantial reduction in water permeabilities. The degeneration of the compliant crack networks of the
dolerite and the volcanic breccia up to 200 °C seems not to affect their electrical properties, and bulk and k are connected via power
law relationships (Figure 5a and b). We assume that here hydraulic and electrical conductivity are related to different pore networks,
whereby the electrical conductivity seems to be related to pores with a higher aspect ratio, which alter only slightly with increasing
pressure and temperature and provide charge transport through the rock matrix, even at low water permeability. In contrast, the
studied limestone sample exhibit no matrix porosity and the degradation of the fracture network is accompanied by a decline of both
water permeability and electrical conductivity. Between 250 – 406 °C the permeability and electrical conductivity increase in a linear
relation (Figure 5c), which also indicates that both transport properties are linked exclusively to the same fracture network.

Figure 5: (a) Relationship of permeability, k, and bulk conductivity, bulk, (a) for the studied dolerite (GG1-qzDol), (b) the
volcanic breccia (KH5-09), and (c) for the limestone (15-AC-LC). Dashed lines are best-fit curves.
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In fluid-saturated rocks, mainly composed of silicates or carbonates, the electrical bulk conductivity, bulk, results primarily from ion
mobility of the electrolytes in the pore space and from electrochemical interactions at the solid-fluid interface (Waxman and Smits,
1968; Schön, 1996). At fluid salinities > 1 S/m, the current transport is dominated by fluid conduction, fl, and depends on the pore
space structure (connectivity), which is represented by the formation factor, F, (e.g. Duba et al., 1978; Einaudi et al., 2005), that arise
from Archie’s relation (1942):
𝜎𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 =

𝜎𝑓𝑙
𝐹

.
(1)

It is established that the attachment of cations from the pore fluid to negatively charged mineral surfaces cause the formation of an
electrical double layer at the mineral-fluid interface, the so-called surface or interface conduction, if (Ruffet et al., 1995). Its
contribution to bulk depends on the porosity of the rock, the amount and distribution of minerals with high cation exchange capacity
(clays, zeolites), and the fluid salinity (e.g. Patnode and Wyllie, 1950; Flovenz et al., 2005). Surface conductance becomes relevant
for pore fluids with low salinity (< 1 S/m) and are often the dominating mechanism for current flow in rocks, saturated with highly
diluted fluids of fl < 0.2 S/m (Waxman and Smits, 1968; Revil and Glover, 1998; Nover, 2005). For crustal rocks containing only
accessory ore minerals the conductivity through rock-forming minerals can be neglected, thus following the simplified relation of
Waxman and Smits (1968) only fl and if act in parallel and the electrical bulk conductivity can be expressed then as (Rink and
Schopper, 1976):
𝜎𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 =

𝜎𝑓𝑙
𝐹∗

(2)

+ 𝜎𝑖𝑓 .

Fluid conductivity and interface conduction are governed by ion mobility and are thus highly temperature dependent. Up to 150 °C
– 200 °C fl and if increase linearly, what can be written as
𝜎𝑓𝑙(𝑇) = 𝜎𝑓𝑙(𝑅𝑇) (1 + 𝛼𝑓𝑙 (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑅𝑇 ))

(3)

𝜎𝑖𝑓(𝑇) = 𝜎𝑖𝑓(𝑅𝑇) (1 + 𝛼𝑖𝑓 (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑅𝑇 )),

(4)

and

respectively, with fl(RT) and if(RT) are the fluid and interface conductivities at room temperature and fl (T – TRT) and if (T – TRT) are
the conductivity gradients for a distinct temperature range (Dakhnov, 1962; Flovenz et al., 1985). For electrolytic conduction through
the pore space Dakhnov (1962) proposed a temperature gradient of  ≈ 0.023 °C-1, whereas higher temperature gradients for
conductivity of up to 0.040 ± 0.002 °C-1 were observed for additional conduction along mineral – fluid interfaces (Sen and Goode,
1992; Revil and Glover, 1998). At temperatures above 200 °C, the effect of increasing ion mobility is counterbalanced by the
expansion of the pore fluid, which causes an increasing reduction in the charge carrier density per unit volume. This effect is
intensified near the critical point, when water loses its polar character and the solubility of inorganic salts decreases dramatically. In
consequence, bulk conductivities decrease at temperatures higher than 300 °C (Nono et al., 2018). However, with temperature the
chemical reactivity of aqueous solutions is enhanced and the dissolution or alteration of most rock-forming minerals accelerates.
Increasing concentration of ions released to the pore fluid by mineral dissolution leads to increasing fl. Hence, electrical bulk
conductivity may also be affected by chemical fluid – rock interactions.
Based on the assumption that  is indicative for the underlying conduction mechanism, bulk was determined for the dolerite and the
volcanic breccia and plotted together with fl of the used pore fluids in Figure 6a and c. Surface conductance is assumed to contribute
to the bulk conductivity of the studied dolerite GG1-qzDol as bulk = 0.026 °C-1 compared to fl = 0.019 °C-1 is slightly increased.
The contribution of if is higher for the second run ( = 0.034 °C-1), indicating the influence of sample compaction and reduction of
the width of flow paths on surface conduction. Between 250 – 300 °C, the pore fluid conductivity reaches maximum values that
decrease sharply to the critical point at about 375 °C. This is due to a decrease in charge carriers per unit volume caused by the
reduction in fluid density and dielectric number with temperature, which promotes the association of oppositely charged ions (Quist
and Marshall, 1968; Kummerow et al., 2018). Accordingly, bulk conductivities related to ionic transport show a similar trend. Figure
6b shows the apparent formation factors, F* = fl/ bulk, which indicate that the increase in sample bulk conductivities with
temperature is more pronounced than the observed conductivity increase of the pore fluids. For run GG1-qzDol_M1, the trend is
nearly linear throughout the studied temperature range and points to the dominance of increasing ionic mobility in the electrical
double layer at the fluid-mineral interface. Compared to that, for the second test of the dolerite the decrease of F* is steeper, but both
trends become aligned at 150 °C. ICP-OES analyses of fluid samples revealed that the Si concentration in the pore fluid increased
significantly by an order of magnitude with increasing temperature and indicates a beginning mineral dissolution at temperatures of
about 200 °C. Nonetheless, due to the low permeability of the dolerite sample, the fluid – rock contact area was limited. Hence,
absolute Si concentrations in the percolated fluid samples are low and probably the reason why no clear effect of fluid-rock
interactions on bulk conductivities can be derived from the measurements.
In contrast, although the volcanic breccia KH5-09 shows the highest interface conductance of all studied samples at ambient
conditions, with increasing temperature bulk is clearly dominated by fl and only minor affected by if, as both fl and KH5-09 are
nearly identical for temperatures up to 165 °C. This indicates that the pure proportion of minerals with pronounced CEC plays less
of a role in surface conductivity processes under in-situ conditions than their distribution in the rock and its microstructural
characteristics. At low temperatures, F* values are in the range of the initial formation factor. Above 200 °C, the considerable
steepening of the slope of the apparent formation factor points to the input of an extra conduction component and can be correlated
to an increase in Si concentration of the pore fluid (see Figure 3). Between 330 °C and the critical point, bulk becomes
temperature-independent, at concomitant decrease in fl. This strengthens the negative trend of F*, which we attribute to the
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precipitation of anhydrite (detected as gypsum in the thin section) from the pore fluid. The anhydrite precipitated in such a
sufficient quantity that it was visible macroscopically at the end of the experiment (see Figure 4). Accordingly, we assume that
partial clogging of fluid pathways gives rise to the observed drop in permeability of 60 % at supercritical conditions.

Figure 6: (a, c, e) Bulk electrical conductivities normalized on the conductivity at 24 °C. The blue data sets represent
normalized conductivities of the used pore fluids in dependence of temperature. Fluid conductivities were measured
at corresponding temperatures in a separate flow-through cell (see Kummerow et al., 2018). The slope  represents
the rate of conductivity increase for the temperature range 24 – 150 °C. (b, d, f) The corresponding apparent formation
factors were determined from fluid and bulk conductivities in dependence of temperature. Note that data in (e) and
(f) are represented at log scale.
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For the limestone sample 15-AC-LC, two different conductivity mechanism can be derived from the trend of F*: Due to the extensive
sample compaction by applying the confining pressure and temperatures, up to 200 °C, bulk varied only slightly around a nearly
constant value of 9 x 10-5 S m-1, what corresponds to the initial surface conductance of the limestone. No temperature dependence
was observed for this process. Accordingly, ionic charge transport is quite unlikely here. Revil and Glover (1998) proposed that
surface conductivity is fed by three contributions: ionic charge transport both in the electrical diffuse layer and in the Stern layer, as
well as proton or electron transfer in a thin layer on the mineral surface itself. Probably, the latter phenomenon was observed here.
After the sample was thermally cracked at 250 °C, F* dropped linearly, indicating that the conductivity mechanism changed and is
most likely related to the flooding of the cracks with 0.1 M NaCl solution. Simultaneously with the onset of fluid transport through
the sample, both the concentration of Si and Ca rapidly increase (see Figure 3f) and point to mineral dissolution along the flow paths.
Consequently, the release of additional ions compensates the temperature-related negative density effect on ion concentration per
fluid volume unit. Hence, here higher bulk conductivities arise, than expected for electrolyte conductance of an chemically inert
system (Figure 6e) and bulk raises exponentially up to supercritical conditions.
6. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
The electrical conductivity of electrolytic solutions is highly temperature sensitive, as ion mobility and charge carrier density are
governed by changes in viscosity, density, and dielectric number of the fluid. In the past, electrical conductivity of brine-saturated
rocks was found to show a similar temperature dependence, when charge transport through the rock was ion related, such as
electrolytic and surface conductance: Up to 150 °C bulk generally increase linearly, whereas the temperature dependence becomes
less pronounced between 200 and 350 °C. Near the critical point, oppositely charged ions in electrolytes have the tendency to
recombine. Thus, bulk was found to become neglectable at supercritical conditions (Violay et al., 2012; Nono et al., 2018) and
conductivity contrasts between sub- and supercritical systems are regarded to be significant to delineate geothermal high-enthalpy
reservoirs. However, our study shows that fluid – rock interactions have the potential to mask these conductivity contrasts, as the
concomitant entry of new charge carriers weakens the conductivity gradient in the near- and supercritical temperature range. The
detectability of supercritical roots will mainly depend on the intensity of fluid-rock interactions, whereby its extent is a function of
pressure, temperature, mineral compositions, exposure time and the specific surface area. Low permeable zones with less fluid–rock
interactions might be characterized by a positive resistivity anomaly, while highly permeable areas with correspondingly extensive
hydrothermal overprinting may be difficult to identify as supercritical, since high electrical conductivities due to a high load of charge
carriers might lead to underestimated temperatures (Kummerow et al., 2018). Moreover, pronounced cleavage of a rock formation,
as it is suspected for most high-enthalpy reservoirs, causes pronounced scale effects, and variations in the fluid-rock ratio, inner
surface, pressure gradients, fracture orientation, etc. may considerably affect the mineral solubility and hence formation
conductivities. Our experiments have shown that a parallel arrangement of cracks is more susceptible for pressure variations than a
system containing randomly oriented cracks and the rate of fluid and charge transport is – in a crack-dominated environment - highly
dependent on crack orientation and pore pressure.
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